Start by marking Tigger's Giant Lift the Flap as Want to Read: Want to Read saving… Want to Read. We used this and the Winnie the Pooh Giant Lift-the-Flap Book as an interactive and educational supplement while reading the first Winnie the Pooh chapter book for Blossom&Root's Kindergarten curriculum. Includes numbers, counting, matching, manners, and ABC's. A fun and nostalgic lift the flap board book filled with educational material and all our favorite characters. We used this and the Winnie the Pooh Giant Lift-the-Flap Book as an interactive and educational supplement while reading the first Winnie the Pooh chapter book for Blossom&Root's Kindergarten curriculum. Winnie-the-Pooh leads the way in this adventure of shapes, colors, numbers, letters, and how to tell time while exploring his oversize lift-the-flap book. Each page is packed with surprises hidden under 70 fun flaps. Winnie-the-Pooh leads the way in this adventure of shapes, colors, numbers, letters, and how to tell time while exploring his oversize lift-the-flap book. Each page is packed with surprises hidden under 70 fun flaps. Magic in the details. Inspired by A.A. Milne. See more ideas about Flap book, Usborne books, Usborne. Lift-the Flap Books. Collection by Lisa's UBAM Book Buddies. 83 Pins. Imagination Toys Underwater Theme Life Under The Sea Bottom Of The Ocean Beneath The Sea Ocean Unit Arctic Animals Oceans Of The World Science Books. Usborne Books & More. Show details for See Under the Sea (IR). Jenny Llamas.